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Working with UNIX exercises
1. Moving files
a. Prepare a text file with some random text . Follow the lecture notes and copy the file from
your local computer to sisu.csc.fi.
b. Log in to sisu.csc.fi and verify that text file has been copied and that the contents are ok.
Modify the contents.
c.

Copy the file back from sisu to your local computer, verify that the contents have changed

2. Version control with svn
a. If you haven’t done so yet, create your very own branch of code development according to
the lecture notes
b. Checkout your branch on your local computer.
c. cd to the directory [branch-name]/working_with_unix/ where you will find the same files
prog.c/prog.f90 and job_serial.sh among others.
d. Leave the previous terminal open, and in a new terminal window, log in to sisu. Checkout
your branch there also.
e. Going back to the local shell, modify the job script and commit your changes (svn commit).
f. In sisu, do svn update, you should see output indicating, that job_serial.sh has been updated.
Compile and run again, just as before to see that everything still works.
g. Change some file in sisu, commit the change and do svn update on your local computer. You
should again see output confirming that the changes have been transferred.
h. This is the preferred way to move source code between your local computer and sisu in this
summer school. You might still want to use scp for output files of programs or the like.

Fortran 95/2003 exercises
1. Playing around with control structures and arrays
a. Declare an integer array A of dimensions 100 by 100 and initialize it to zero otherwise but
where the first index is equal to 50 or the second index is equal to 50 the array elements get
a value of 1.

Value 1 on the black rows, value 0
elsewhere
b. Then initialize another array B with the same dimensions, with its values based on the array
A such that:
•

If A(i,j) has exactly two neighboring elements equal to 1, B(i,j) = A(i,j)

•

If A(i,j) has exactly three neighbors with value 1, B(i,j) = 1

•

Otherwise B(i,j) = 0.

At this stage, just run the indices from 2 to 99, i.e. not referencing to the boundaries at all.
c. Modify the program from exercise 1b such that the array becomes periodic – that is, the
boundaries depend on the cells on the other side of the array. The solutions for all three
items of Exercise 1 is provided in ex1_arrays.f90.

2. Getting acquainted with procedures
a. Modify the program such that you can produce new arrays iteratively, i.e. taking the array
from the previous iteration and obtaining a new array by applying the same rules for it.
b. Modify the exercise 2a so that it uses a function or a subroutine to produce the new array.
c. Change the initialization of the board such that the board starts from a random
configuration. The intrinsic procedure is called RANDOM_NUMBER. Wrap also this board
initialization into its own procedure. The solutions for all three items of Exercise 2 is provided
in ex2_procedures.f90.

Fortran 95/2003 exercises
3. Game of Life
The Game of Life (GoL) is a cellular automaton devised by John Horton Conway in 1970, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway's_Game_of_Life.
You can compile a reference executable (since the file ex3_gol.f90 will contain the solution)
with
% ftn –o gol gol_io.f90 ex3_gol.f90
Run the program of e.g. 200x200 board for 100 iterations. With the command xview or
eog you can view the images (.pbm) and see how the automaton looks like after those. You
can also animate the board development by first using convert as
% convert -delay 40 -geometry 512x512 life_*.pbm life.gif
(on a single line) and then displaying the animation with
% animate life.gif
a) See the file ex3_gol.f90, get acquainted with the program and complete the missing
parts of the code (search: “TODO”). Refer back to assignments 1 and 2.
b) Experiment, how the game evolves if you replace the starting pattern (‘plus’, c.f. exercise
1a) to a random one (c.f. Exercise 2c).

4. I/O in the Game of Life
a) Now we will examine the I/O module of the Game of Life program. It visualizes the board
in the netpbm image format, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netpbm_format.
Implement the writing of the board as pbm images - or in some other image format if
you want to go your own way. Consult the gol_io.f90 when in trouble. Shortcut: study the
draw subroutine in gol_io.f90 and make sure you understand the piece of code.
b) Modify the program such that the user input is read directly from the command line
instead of parsering, i.e. the program is launched as ./gol (# iterations) (board height)
(board width), for example
% ./gol 100 200 200
The answer is provided in gol_io.f90.

5. Derived types
Modify the GoL program such that the board is encapsulated in a derived datatype that
contains the board, its dimensions and the number of performed iterations. The exercise is
provided in ex5_gol_dd.f90.

Introduction to C – exercises
1. Basics, I/O and compiling
a. In the file ex1_basics.c you find a skeleton code for printing out results of basic calculations.
You can compile and run it to see how it outputs. Fill in where needed to get the correct
results.
b. In file ex1_basic_io.c you find a code that prints to the screen a matrix of numbers. Refine
the format specifiers so that all numbers use ten columns (including padding), have a
precision of 3 numbers after the decimal point and are left aligned. Final output should look
like this:
9.091
10.000
11.111
12.500
14.286
16.667
20.000
25.000
33.333
c. Write from scratch (i.e. no skeleton code for this problem) a program, that opens a file (e.g.
result.txt) and writes in it the result of an arbitrary calculation in the form of a sentence such
as "Result is %i\n". The calculation can be anything, e.g. 1*2*3*7. Verify that you actually got
the correct result by looking at the contents of the file.
d. Write from scratch a program that reads the result of the calculation from the file created in
the previous exercise (e.g. result.txt), i.e. an integer number at a given position in a sentence.
It then prints to the screen the number as “The result that was read from the file is %i\n".

2. Control structures and loops
a. When opening a file for reading, there is the possibility of an error if the file doesn't exist. In
C, a successful call to fopen returns a file pointer that can be used in fprintf etc., but an
unsuccessful fopen returns a special value called NULL. Modify the previous exercise so that
it prints an error message ("file open failed") if fopen returns NULL. Otherwise it should
work as before.
b. Modify the previous exercise. Use a switch statement to print different messages according
to the number read from the file. If the number is 42, print "Got the answer to the question
about life, the universe... Everything\n", if it's 666, print "Got a number considered bad by
some\n", if it's otherwise positive print "Got something positive\n", if it's negative, print
"Got something negative\n" and otherwise print "It was probably zero, since I ended up in
the default clause\n".
c. In the file ex2_my_pow_prog.c you find a skeleton code for a program that calculates
powers, similar to the pow function in the math library. Finish the code by adding a missing
update loop.
d. In the file ex2_while_prob.c you find a skeleton code for a program that repeatedly asks the
user for a number. If it's positive, it should print out a message saying "You entered a positive
number, yay!\n" and it should ask and get another number. If it's negative, it should
terminate with a message "Quitting because you entered a negative number\n".

Introduction to C – exercises
3. Functions, directives, arrays etc.
a. Write a file my_pow.c and an accompanying header file my_pow.h that implements and
documents a function my_pow that works like pow from the standard math library. Feel free
to reuse your code from the problem with ex2_my_pow_prog.c and even redo that to use
the new function and header file. Use directives in your files for including and avoiding
multiple inclusion as described in the lecture notes on the "working with several files
section".
b. Modify the file ex3_struct.c such that you add one more field to student struct and also add
that field to all the assignments and print outs. Name the new field average and fill it with
the average of exam_score and exercises_score.
c. Fill in the skeleton code in ex3_array.c to declare an integer array of
dimensions 65 by 65. Initialize it to one, where the first and/or the
second index are equal to 32, and to zero otherwise (see the figure).
After initialisation, print the values of the array to the screen and
visualise the matrix by piping the output to the command ‘display’,
i.e. by running ‘./command | display’.
Value 1 on the black rows, value 0

4. Pointers and dynamic arrays

elsewhere

a. Write a function that takes two pointer arguments and adds 1 to the values pointed to by
both pointers. The behaviour should be as follows:
int a, b;
a = 10;
b = 20;
add_one_to_both(&a, &b);
// at this point a == 11 and b == 21
There is no skeleton code provided. Write a function file, a header file and a test main file.
b. Work with skeleton code in ex4_dynamic_array.c. In the indicated position, allocate
dynamically a 2D-array of m by n as an array of arrays.

c. Modify the solution of the previous exercise to use contiguous memory.

5. Game of Life
The Game of Life (GoL) is a cellular automaton devised by John Horton Conway in 1970, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway's_Game_of_Life.
a. Fix the almost finished implementation of the Game of Life (ex5_gol.c) by filling-in the
missing pieces of code (marked with “FIXME”). Use the solutions from the previous
exercises; i.e. cut-n-paste and modify accordingly to fit in the new code!
b. Test the Game of Life by running it for some time (e.g. a 512x512 grid for 100 generations).
Visualise the results using the command animate: animate life*

Basic MPI exercises
1. Hello world
Write the classic hello world program, but give it a new twist using MPI. Each task should print
out the string "Hello world! My rank is X.", where X is the MPI rank of that task. Compile and test
running it with different number of MPI tasks.

2. Message chain
Write a simple program where every processor sends data to the next one. Let ntasks be the
number of the tasks, and myid the rank of the current process. Your program should work as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every task with a rank less than ntasks-1 sends a message to task myid+1. For example, task
0 sends a message to task 1.
The message content is an integer array, where each element is initialized to myid
The message tag is the receiver’s id number.
The sender prints out the number of elements it sends and the tag number.
All tasks with rank ≥ 1 receive messages.
Each receiver prints out their myid, and the first element in the received array.

a. Implement the program described above using MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. You may start
from scratch or use as a starting point the files ex2_basic(.c|.f90).
b. Use the status parameter to find out how much data was received, and print out this piece of
information for all receivers
c. Use MPI_ANY_TAG when receiving. Print out the tag of the received message based on the
status message.
d. Use MPI_ANY_SOURCE and use the status information to find out the sender. Print out this
piece of information.
e. Can the code be simplified using MPI_PROC_NULL?
f. Use MPI_Sendrecv instead of MPI_Send and MPI_Recv.

The solutions are given in ex2_basic_a, ex2_basic_b-d, ex2_basic_e, and ex2_basic_f (.f90 or .c).

Basic MPI exercises
3. Parallel Game of Life
Parallelize the whole GoL program with MPI, by dividing the board in columns and assigning one
column to one task. A domain decomposition, that is.
The tasks are able to update the board independently everywhere else than on the column
boundaries - there the communication of a single column with the nearest neighbor is needed
(the board is periodic, so the first column of the board is 'connected' to the last column). This is
realized by having additional ghost layers on each of the local columns, that contain the
boundary data of the neighboring tasks. The periodicity in the other direction is accounted as
earlier. Make all the MPI tasks print their own parts of the board on different files, e.g.
life_nn_mm.pbm, where nn is the iteration and mm is the rank ID.
Insert the proper MPI routines into a skeleton code available at ex3_gol_mpi(.c|.f90) (search for
“TODO”s). In the Fortran version the gol_io module has been submerged into the
ex3_gol_mpi.f90 file.
Each rank will have
additional columns in
both ends of the local
board. In each iteration
the last column of each
task’s board has to be
communicated to the
ghost layer of the next
one

Also the first column in the local
board of each rank has to be
communicated to the ghost layer
of the previous rank

The rank #0 has
to communicate
its first column
to the rank #3.
The rank #3
sends its last
column to rank
#0.

Rank #1

Rank #2

Rank #3

Local portion of the board

Rank #0

A full GoL board

Basic MPI exercises
Bonus exercise: More complex communication patterns
In this exercise, we will implement some basic collective communication patterns using point-topoint operations. In bonus_comm_pattern(.c|.f90) you will find the template for this exercise.
Each pattern described below will be implemented in its own function.
a. Here we want to send (broadcast) the same integer data from one process to all the other
ones. The function will look as follows:
bcast(buffer,count,root)
where buffer is the integer array (send buffer for root process, receive buffer for the others),
count is the number of elements to send, and root is the rank which has the data that is
broadcasted to all other processes.
b. Here we want to scatter integer data from one process to all the other ones. This means that
the data in an array is divided in equally sized chunks, each of which is sent to another
process. The function will look as follows:
scatter(sendbuf,count, recvbuf,root)
sendbuf: send buffer
count: number of elements sent to each process (size of each chunk)
recvbuf: receive buffer
c. Here we want to collect integer data from all process to one, essentially the opposite
operation to the one above. Each process sends one chunk of data to a root process which
then collects it in one buffer. The function will look as follows:
gather(sendbuf,count, recvbuf, root)
sendbuf: send buffer
count: number of elements sent from each process (size of each chunk)
recvbuf: receive buffer

OpenMP exercises
1. Parallel region and data clauses
Take a look at the exercise skeleton ex1_variables.(c|.f90). Add an OpenMP parallel region
around the block where the variables Var1 and Var2 are printed and manipulated. What results
do you get when you define the variables as shared, private or firstprivate? Explain why do you
get different results.

2. Work sharing of a simple loop
The file ex2_sum(.c|.f90) implements a skeleton for the simple summation of two vectors
C=A+B. Add the computation loop and add the parallel region with work sharing directives so
that the vector addition is executed in parallel.

3. Dot product and race condition
The file ex3_dotprod(.c|.f90) implements a simple dot product of two vectors. Try to parallelize
the code by using omp parallel or omp for pragmas. Are you able to get same results with
different number of threads and in different runs? Explain why the program does not work
correctly in parallel. What is needed for correct computation?

4. Reduction and critical
Continue with the previous dot product example and use reduction clause to compute the sum
correctly. Implement also an alternative version where each thread computes its own part to a
private variable and then use a critical section after the loop to compute the global sum. Try to
compile and run your code also without OpenMP. Do you get exactly same results in all cases?

5. Using OpenMP library functions
Write a simple program that uses omp_get_num_threads and omp_get_thread_num library
functions and prints out the total number of active threads as well as the id of each thread.

6. BONUS: Parallel Game of Life
a. Parallelize the serial GoL program with OpenMP by parallelizing the board update loop. The
solution is in bonus_ex6_gol_omp1(.c|.f90)
b. Improve the OpenMP parallelization such that the parallel region is opened and closed only
once during the program execution. The solution is in bonus_ex6_gol_omp2(.c|.f90)

OpenMP/hybrid programming exercises
General instructions
In order to compile a code, remember to add the OpenMP enabling flag (e.g. –fopenmp with
GNU compilers) to compilation and linking commands:
gcc –o my_exe my_source.c –fopenmp
or
gfortran –o my_exe my_source.f90 –fopenmp
The number of threads used for the execution is specified by environment variable
OMP_NUM_THREADS i.e.
export OMP_NUM_THREADS=4
./my_exe
Try to run each exercise with different number of threads.
For hybrid programs, use the apprioprate MPI compiler command together with the –fopenmp
flag, e.g. on Sisu
ftn -fopenmp –o my_hyb.exe my_hyb_source.f90
When using the default Cray compiler on Sisu, OpenMP directives/pragmas are enabled by
default. On Sisu, we will need to use the batch job system for both pure-OpenMP and hybrid
jobs. For hybrid jobs, prepare a batch job script (use PrgEnv-cray or PrgEnv-gnu), e.g. for a hybrid
job on 32 cores, consisting of 4 MPI tasks each running 8 OpenMP threads:
#!/bin/bash
#SBATCH -t 00:30:00
#SBATCH -J my_hyb
#SBATCH --nodes=2
#SBATCH --ntasks=4
#SBATCH --ntasks-per-node=2
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=8
#SBATCH -p small
export OMP_NUM_THREADS=8
aprun -n 4 -d 8 –N 2 ./my_hyb.exe
and launch it with the command sbatch.

OpenMP/hybrid programming exercises
1. Hybrid “Hello world”
Write a simple hybrid program where each OpenMP thread communicates using MPI.
Implement a test case where the threads of task 0 send their thread id to corresponding threads
in other tasks (see the picture). Remember to initialize the MPI library using MPI_Init_thread
routine and use the MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE thread affinity mode. An example in
ex1_hybridhello.

Task 1

Task 0
0

0
1
1
2
2
3
3

Task 2
0
1
2
3

2. Hybrid version of Game of Life
Parallelize the GoL program with hybrid MPI+OpenMP paradigm, starting from the MPI
implementation and using three different approaches:
a) Fine-grained version, where the halo exchange is performed outside the parallel region
(this basically means just inserting the OpenMP-parallelized update loop into the MPI
program). Solution in ex2_gol_hyb1.
b) Version, where the threads are alive throughout the execution but only the master thread
performs communication. Solution in ex2_gol_hyb2.
c)
Version employing multiple-thread MPI communication (threads communicating directly
their counterparts in another MPI task). Remember to set the variable
MPICH_MAX_THREAD_SAFETY to multiple. Solution in ex2_gol_hyb3.

Advanced MPI
1. Message chain revisited
Starting from the ”message chain” of basic MPI Exercise 2, implement a similar communication
pattern but now the message should consist of
a) First row
b) First column
c) Diagonal elements
of a 10x10 matrix with all elements initialized to the value of sender’s rank id. Use derived
datatypes all the way. A solution is being provided in ex1_matrix_msg.

2. Cartesian grid
Write a test program where
•

The processes are arranged into a 2D Cartesian grid

•

Every task prints out their linear rank together with its coordinates
in the process grid

•

Every task prints out the linear rank of their nearest neighboring
processes

Run the code with both periodic and non-periodic boundaries and experiment with the direction
and displacement parameters of the MPI_Cart_shift routine. The solution is given in
ex3_cart_test(.f90|.c).

3. Non-blocking message chain
Modify the message chain program to use non-blocking sends and receives (MPI_Isend and
MPI_Irecv). Make sure to wait for the communication to finish before printing the results. An
example solution is in the file exN_msg-chain-nonblock.

4. More advanced MPI features as applied to the GoL
a) Decompose the GoL board in two dimensions by introducing a Cartesian process topology
and rewriting the communication routines of the program to employ it.
b) Modify the 2D decomposed GoL program such that you create a new MPI datatype for
sending and receiving rows (Fortran) or columns (C) of the board.
c) Rewrite the exchange of column boundaries in the GoL program using non-blocking
communication. Overlap the board update with the communication of the boundary regions.
A combined solution for items a) and b) is in ex4ab_gol_2d and for c) in ex4c_gol_nonb.

Advanced MPI: one sided communication
5. Message chain revisited
Starting from the ”message chain” of basic MPI Exercise 2, implement a similar communication
pattern but use now one-sided communication.

6. GoL revisited
Rewrite the
exchange of column boundaries in the GoL program using one-sided
communication.

Parallel I/O exercises
1. Trying it out
Take 8 MPI processes and initialize a vector of 100 elements in each of them to their MPI ranks.
Then dump this data to disk such that the full vector (800 elements) is written to
a)

A single file by one process (spokesman strategy)

b)

Into two files by two processes (subset of writers)

c)

Into a single file with MPI I/O

d)

Into two files with MPI I/O

Use binary format all the way. A solution is in ex1_pario.

2. Checkpointing with MPI I/O
Add a feature to the GoL program that enables one to start the program from a completed
situation (i.e. not from scratch every time). This checkpointing will dump the situation of the
whole board to disk (e.g.) after every 100 iterations; in a form that can be read in afterwards.
Use MPI I/O to accomplish this. A starting point (in exercises/) and a solution (in answers/) are
provided as ex2_gol_mpiio.

Application performance analysis labs
1. GoL performance evaluation & optimization
Using CrayPAT, identify the performance bottlenecks of the program:
•

In which routine the most of the execution time is spent?

•

Identify the the scalability bottleneck.

You may want to assess several versions and compare the scalability and bottlenecks. You can
also use your own program codes and analyse them.
CrayPAT quick start:
> module load perftools
> man intro_craypat

Application performance optimization labs
1. Compiler optimization
In this exercise, we will operate with the NAS Parallel Benchmark kernels, see their description at
http://www.nas.nasa.gov/publications/npb.html. To compile, do, in the folder /Performanceoptimization/NPB3.3.1/NPB3.3-MPI,
make <kernel name> NPROCS=<#mpi tasks> CLASS=<problem size>
For example, make cg NPROCS=16 CLASS=B, and run the application (on Sisu) with
aprun -n16 bin/cg.B.16
You can insert compiler flags into the file config/make.def, into the field FFLAGS.
Tabulate the runtimes of kernels with problem class B using, e.g., 16 MPI tasks with the following
(GNU) flags:
FFLAGS

CG

FT

-O0

-O2
-O2
–march=native
-O3
–march=native
-O3 –march=native
–ffast-math
-Ofast –march=native
–funroll-loops
Trigger also the compiler feedback. Can you get better performance with some other set of
flags? You can also work on your local laptop, just adapt the config/make.def accordingly.
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